ABOUT US
ECOLOO Group is a leading Swedish-based green technology organization specializing in sustainable sanitation solutions and other green innovations. Our objective is to address the pressing waste, water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) issues across the world, particularly the developing countries, reduce poverty and ensure environmental sustainability in line with United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (MDG). We adopt an Inclusive Social Business Model with our global partners that create business and job opportunities to make our world a better place to live in.

OUR APPROACH
ECOLOO understands how difficult and stressful a situation can be to people who have no access to proper toilets, water or sewage treatment plant. With this in mind, we, together with our social business partners and CSR companies around the world, are dedicated to making the access possible and making the socio-economy as viable as possible through our inclusive social business model.

OUR PRODUCTS
We produce a universal odour free, water free, sewage free, energy free and chemical free biological toilet solution and the end product is a nutritious fertilizer perfect for agriculture. ECOLOO uses safe bacteria to treat the pee and poo and involves no pee diversion, no hurdles to maintain and no poo collection or removal, only natural fertilizer collection from the treated pee to be exchanged with money or additional bacteria. In other words, it requires a one time off capital investment to buy a money making machine! Other than toilets, we also offer sustainable urinals, tents, wagons, kiosks, lodges, shower, water recycling system and sanitary products.

OUR SERVICES
Our services include WASH related awareness, educational and training programs, events, advertising, rental and maintenance services with the initiative to help our business owners and homeowners who are struggling with their toilet issues and providing them with the solutions, guidance and education through our sustainable toilet.

OUR SOLUTION
ECOLOO is a stand alone, decentralized toilet solution that is made of a 2-tier box: The upper box is where the pee, poo and good bacteria go to and where an organic filter is placed. The lower box is where the treated pee or water drop at the end of the whole process after going through the nitrification process and transformed into natural fertilizer. Our fertilizer is full of nutrition, odour free, pathogen free, safe to use and perfect for agriculture. ECOLOO comes in various shapes and designs to fit all purposes in all climate conditions, indoor or outdoor, anywhere!

OUR UNIQUENESS
• No odour
• Easy to install, use and maintain
• No eye or physical contact with poo and pee
• No septic tank or sewage treatment plant required
• No water flushing, only for washing or cleaning
• Ergonomically and comfortably designed
• Temporary or permanent, long term & non-polluting solution
• No energy sources required, only wind or solar or minimal energy demand
• Best alternative to flush toilets, sewers and so-called sewage treatment
• Major cut of the cost of waste handling or transportation
• Functions in perfect harmony with environment
• Poo and pee isolated from its disease carrying pathogens and its medical residues for several decades without entering the environment using our special formulated bacteria

OUR PURPOSES
• Forest reserved areas, national parks and tourist attractions
• Remote or lack of water or non possibility for sewage system areas
• High ground water level areas
• Rural and urban slum areas
• Natural disaster areas e.g. refugee camps, temporary clinics
• Large event areas e.g. concerts, festivals, exhibitions, marathons
• Schools, colleges, universities and campuses
• Sports arenas or stadiums or extreme parks
• Public and private recreational areas e.g. camping sites
• Public and private waiting areas e.g. bus terminals, train stations, rapid transit stops
• Hospitals, office buildings, exhibition or convention centres
• Construction and mining areas
• Pilgrimage or sacred gathering areas
• Highway or country road rest areas
• Pavements, beaches, islands, lakes, river, hot spring, golf courses
• Inside floating houses or restaurants or chalets
• Inside public transports
OUR EXPERTISE
- Global Sustainable Leadership Award Winning Leaders
- Industry Innovator
- Professionalism
- Extraordinary Customer Service
- Powerful Branding
- Patented Technology
- Global Presence

CONTACT US
GROUP HEAD OFFICE
ECOLOO AB
Klockaregatan 2, 45230 Stromstad, SWEDEN
E: info@ecolo.eu

REGIONAL HEAD OFFICE
ECOLOO GREENTECH MALAYSIA SDN BHD
Suite A-16-5 Glomac Damansara Residence, Jalan Damansara,
60000 Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA
E: malaysia@ecolo.eu

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS
- Top 10 Global Innovators & Solution Providers on Global Challenges at Solutions Summit 2016 (United Nations, New York)
- 50 Most Impactful Green Leaders 2016 (India)
- Global Green Future Leadership 2016 Award (India)
- Toilet Technology Overseas Excellence Award 2016 by China National Tourism Association & Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
- World Women Inventors & Entrepreneurs Association Special Prize 2015 (Korea)
- World Invention and Innovation Forum 2015 Silver Medal (China)
- Global CSR Excellence & Leadership 2015 Award (India)
- Global Sustainability Leadership 2014 Award (India)
- Impact Driven Enterprise Accreditation 2017 by Malaysian Global Innovation & Creativity Centre (Malaysia)
- Top 7 Global Impact Challenge Singapore 2017 Healthcare for Asia by SingularityU (Singapore)
- Mercy Mission Excellence Award 2016 by Mercy Mission (Malaysia)

www.ecolo.eu | facebook.com/ecoloogroup

Eliminating Poverty Through Sustainable TOILET